
Volume: 1 l Product code: VC410010095

5 l VC410050095

Product description:

Instruction of use:

Physical and Chemical properties:

Form: Liquid

pH: 1,0-2,0

Colour: yellowish

Odour: Characteristic
 

Instruction about storage:

> 5 °C < 25 °C. Protect against freeze.

Manufacturer:

CORMEN, s.r.o., 593 01, Věchnov 73

Tel: +420 565 400 300, Fax: +420 566 551 822

E-mail: cormen@cormen.cz, www.cormen.cz

12.10.2022

DANGER. 

May be corrosive to metals. Causes serious eye damage.

Precautionary statements: Keep out of reach of children. Keep only in original packaging. Wear protective gloves/ protective clothing/ eye protection/ face protection. IF SWALLOWED: 

Rinse mouth. Do NOT induce vomiting. IF ON SKIN (or hair): Take off immediately all contaminated clothing. Rinse skin with water or shower. IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for 

several minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing. Immediately call a POISON CENTER/ doctor. Dispose of contents/container to hazardous or special 

waste collection point, in accordance with local, regional, national and/ or international regulation.

Technical data sheet

CLEAMEN 410

A concentrated product designed for both direct use and dilution for cleaning areas of significant dirt within sanitary and bathroom areas such as tiles, wash basins, baths, shower corners, 

taps, external parts of toilets, etc. It's use is recommended for after cleaning the building initially. The product easily removes stains, layers of limescale, urine sediments, rust. The addition 

of a polisher ijin this product provides an above-standard gloss for the washed surfaces. It's hydrophobic features slow down the surface being re contaminated.

Its innovative formula and quality of new contents provide high efficiency and gloss with a pleasant perfume.  

Note: Not suitable for surfaces which are non resistant to acids.

Use a diffuser to apply. We recommend using special CLEAMEN mobile-set with mobile diffuser and a bottle on a belt. For minor areas of dirt and maintenance cleaning, it is possible to 

dilute the product in a 1:1 ratio with water. After applying the product, leave it to react and then rinse with water. 

DILUTING:

Using 1Ltr bottle:

Always use specified personal hand protection equipment for work.

1. Prepare the bottle designed for diluting or bucket for preparing the solution. 

2. Pour the specified amount of water in the bottle or bucket designed for dilution depending on the required volume of diluted solution.

3. Take the bottle with the concentrate and select the required amount of the concentrate (use water gauge and volume scale on the bottle).

4. Pour the measured amount directly or funnel it into the diluting vessel.

5. Apply the prepared diluted solution as per your selected technological procedure.
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